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A Month of Questioning
From the Archangelic Realm of Michael this is Michael and We come to you as
you move into a new parameter within the confluence or context of your third
dimensional realm. As you move into your new month in your year of 2017 you
quite possibly are looking at the third dimensional realm outside of you with a new
context that is directly related to the relationship you are having with yourself. As
you have moved through the first two months of 2017 you are opening up to a
greater depth of self and looking to see how you can manage the self within the
context of the third dimensional realm and asking, how do I do that?
You can do that by being where you are in the moment of now and in the moment
of you. The operative word is “being”. Being you and who you are in the depth and
breadth of your heart space in the truth of who you are. So We ask, What is your
truth?
As you move through your year of 2017 on a month-by-month basis it is about
being in the depth of your heart space. If in fact you have committed to a path of
self-mastery this is the life you have chosen. By doing so you move deeper into
your heart space and into a deeper level of consciousness and awareness of you.
As you look outside of you at what is going on in your third dimensional realm that
is an ongoing process, see if you have reacted to what is transpiring and how it has
affected you.
As you move into your new month of March We have this question for you; Is what
is transpiring in the third dimensional realm outside of you affecting you? If it is,
how is it affecting you?
You are at this moment in time to simply gauge where you are within the depth
and breadth of you and the sense of who you are and your truth. Look at what is
affecting you outside of you in your third dimensional realm.
After asking yourself these questions, reflect upon this and then move into your
heart space and be with you. Then ask, How does this make me feel? What
feelings are coming up? Am I feeling threatened? Am I feeling frightened? Am I
feeling at peace? Am I feeling neutral? Am I feeling charged? Is my nervous system
getting a hit that is igniting old memories, old belief systems?

At this juncture in time as you move into your third month of your year 2017,
gauge where you are to find out where you are in all of this. See also where you
are in your truth because your year of 2017 is about fully honoring and valuing
your truth and standing in the powerfulness of the expression of that truth. Where
are you with this? Are you standing in the powerfulness of the expression of your
truth? Are you remaining in neutrality within you in relationship to what is
transpiring outside of you in your world? Are you allowing you to feel all of your
feelings with relationship to what is transpiring in your outside world? Are you
feeling a call to action? Asking, What do I now need to do utilizing my talents and
gifts that can spread the word of peace, community, harmony, equality and love?
Your month of March it is a period of reflection and introspection. Ask, Where am I
within what is transpiring outside of me in the third dimensional realm? Is my
nervous system continually being ignited?
We are posing many questions to you in this month of March so you can look
deeper within to see your strength, your power, your love-ability, your ability to
love and to nurture others and nurture yourself. Are you now moving into a
powerfulness of you in the depth and breadth of your truth to support and guide
others whose nervous systems are being triggered by what is transpiring outside of
them?
By being in the calmness within, will help create and new collective
consciousness, a new soul consciousness and a new soul family.
As you move through your month of March continually ask yourself, Where am I?
Where am I within the chaotic-ness of what is transpiring in the third dimensional
realm? Where am I within myself in relationship to my truth? Where am I as I move
forward and towards what I say I want?
Are you moving on and effervescent pace as your year of 2017 moves on an
accelerated path? Are you feeling urgency in your life? Are you feeling an urgency
to bring your teachings, your modalities, your energy, your word and expression to
the world? Are you being ignited within by what is transpiring outside in your
world? Are you feeling a calling to say something, to express something, to possibly
be something you have never been before?
In the here and now there is a grand awakening. Many are awakening to the depth
and breadth of the reality of their truth, who they are and why they are here. This
is all based upon the lightening rod of what is transpiring outside of you that has
possibly ignited a new passion in the depth and breadth of you.
Or have you chosen solitude? Have you chosen isolation and separation? Have you
chosen to oppose? Have you chosen to move into the depth and breadth of a

cocoon-like state? Saying, I will create my own world and keep everything out of
that world.
You have choices, what choices are you making?
Are you making choices to open your heart space?
Are you making choices to connect with like-minded individuals who share your
dreams, your visions, your energetic vibration, your soul’s calling?
Or
Do you shut the door and keep everything out?
Where are you on the pathway to creating a new collective consciousness that is
based in love and the collective consciousness in your heart space?
Your month of March is a month of questioning. Questioning where you are and
questioning what is transpiring outside of you?
What questions may you have pertaining to all of this in the grand plan and your
soul’s divine plan?
The month of March is a time of great awakenings and grand openings. As you
move through this month new awakenings will come to you. There will be more
releasing of the old and moving to a greater awareness and consciousness of your
old habits patterns and rituals. You will be expanding your heart space to an
energetic field outside of you to others. This is a grand opening.
Many will be releasing and moving through a shadow period. You will find that as
you travel through your year of 2017, you will move through the shadow, the
darkness into the light, to darkness, to light, to shadows, to light, to darkness quite
regularly. It is important to raise your consciousness and awareness during this to
remain in a place of love that will allow you to move through the shadow periods.
Your earthly plain is moving through a grand shadow period at this time.
It is important to see that what is transpiring outside of you in the third dimensional
realm is an illusion of the old. The old fragmented way of being is being created for
you right before your very eyes. Open your heart, open your eyes, open your
senses. It is time to see, to feel, to know that what is transpiring outside of you and
the reality of it is just a continuation of a grand illusion. It is important to see
whether you react to it or respond to it. How are choosing to respond to what is
transpiring outside in your world? Not only in the worldly plain but in your
personal life and relationships? What is transpiring for you?
Many of you are in a place where there is an inordinate amount of old coming up
in your life. You can feel it, touch it and taste it and now ready to release it. Allow
your month of March be a period where you are feeling. Be in the feeling of the

now. Be in the feeling of the moment. Begin to utilize your tools to nurture your
feelings. Be in the moment and nurture your feelings.
Many of you are asking; What do I need to do and how do I need to do it? Allow
this to come to you. If you are opening your heart space to an all inclusiveness of
community, harmony and equality, are you connecting to others? Are you opening
your heart to others, quite possibly beginning to ask others for support, assistance
and guidance? It is time to open your heart to love and open your heart to be
loved. Allow yourself to love and be loved. For this is why you are here.
Are you complete?
Ask yourself in this moment in the here and now, Am I complete? Is there
something I need to know? Is there a question I still need to be answered?
Am I opening my heart space to have my questions answered about me, about life,
about love? Perhaps asking another, This is where I am, where are you?
It is time to open your heart space.
Your month of March is about questioning, questioning with others. Simply asking;
How can we partner together so we can move through what we are going through?
Open your heart space and question what is transpiring in the world outside of
you. Question how you are receiving it or not. Question if you are resisting or
responding to it. It is a month of questioning. Question everything dear ones.
Question yourself, question others and open your heart space for the answers that
come to you and may just complete your thoughts, your needs. Not completing
you for you are an ongoing and ever growing beam of white light of the highest
vibrational energy of love. It is up to you to ask questions that move you deeper
within to rediscover and remember that you are connected to the God Force
energy that sustains and breathes life into the depth and breadth of your beingness.
By doing this you can in turn mirror that out to the world and breathe life into
others who are asking you to support and guide them as they state their needs as
you seek them.

